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IN 1969, WHEN the back-to-the-earth movement was at its 
height, we started making weaving and spinning tools quite by 
chance. Working first in our garage, we made simple looms and 
hand spindles that we sold from the back of our van and through 
classes at the local free school. Later, we opened a retail store 
where we taught classes and sold yarn, fiber, and equipment.

As demand for our products grew, we sold the store to 
concentrate our efforts on manufacturing. We moved to a bona 
fide manufacturing facility, and in 1985 built our own factory 
here in Boulder, Colorado. Today we are a leading manufacturer 
of weaving and spinning equipment with worldwide distribution.

Our goal from the beginning has been to make tools that work 
well, that will last, and that are thoughtfully and aesthetically 
designed. These ideals will always inspire our new product 
development and constant improvement of our current products. 
We truly understand that the quality of your work can be 
enhanced by the quality and functionality of the tools you use.

We’d like you to think of this catalog as an introduction to our 
company. Please visit our website for more detailed information, 
product specifications, instruction manuals, and price lists. We also 
encourage you to seek out our Schacht dealers who are valuable 
resources for learning to weave and spin, as well as helping you 
make the best product decisions for what you want to do.

Happy spinning and weaving,

Barry Schacht, Founder & CEO
Jane Patrick, Creative Director

© 2018 The Schacht Spindle Company
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LiLLi Loom

CHACHT’S LILLI LOOM is an ideal size for on-the-go 

tapestry projects and more. Made of solid hardwood 

maple with sturdy no-slip plastic teeth to keep warp 

threads in place, the Lilli Loom is the perfect take-

along size. The warp can be wound for either 6 or 12 

ends per inch, offering options for wider and narrower 

setts, samples, small projects, and travel. Find detailed 

assembly and weaving instructions and a how-to video at 

www.schachtspindle.com/item/lilli-loom/

Compact, 
portable, 

and sturdy, 
the Lilli Loom is
for weavers aged 

6 to 96.

S

I N  T H E  B O X
10" x 15" frame loom • beater • stick shuttle • pick-up stick • shed stick • plastic weaving needle • some assembly 
required
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Card weaving 

lets you carry a 

4-shaft loom in 

your pocket.

###

U

he perfect tool for making belts and bands —every 

weaver should have an inkle loom. Our Inkle Loom is 

easy to warp and weave on and it’s built 

with years of heavy use in mind. One 

open side makes for carefree warping, 

and the tension bar has an easy-grip 

knob for adjusting the   

warp tension. 

se these cards on their own with a simple tensioning 

device, such as a door knob and your waist, or use them 

on a loom. Our Inkle Loom is an ideal companion, but 

you can also use them on our Cricket, Flip, Table Loom, 

or Standard Floor Loom. These cards are 

comfortable in the hand without being 

bulky. Colored bands and stripes printed 

along each edge help to keep track of 

the card’s position. Made of sturdy yet 

flexible 24-point cardstock. Sold in packages 

of 25—more than enough for a range of weaving projects. 

T
inkLe Loom

Weaving Cards

FEATURES
Made of unfinished hard maple • accommodates bands up to 4-1/2" wide and 102" long •   
includes belt shuttle
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arp, weave, and display in 3 compact sizes: 6",  8", 

and 10". The Easel Weaver is designed for on-the-go 

weaving, creative projects, and classroom settings. Its unique 

kickstand can be folded flat into the center brace, folded out 

for comfortable weaving, or extended for display. Made of 

quality maple plywood with no-slip warp teeth. Now 

available in kits with Schacht accessories: shed 

 stick, weaving stick, beater,       

   shuttle, and   

 weaving            

     needle.

W

W
easeL Weaver

 

e’ve taken a traditional design 

and transformed it into 

an extremely efficient and 

comfortable little loom. 

A sloping interior edge 

effortlessly guides 

your weaving needle;     

molded-in instructions are always there when you need them. 

A handy slot holds the beginning yarn without knotting.

Weave  

where you want  

when you want.

###

K I T  I N C L U D E S :
4" x 4" Zoom Loom • 6" weaving needle • 3" tapestry needle • full-color instruction book with 3 projects •  
see our Zoom Loom video at www.schachtspindle.com

Zoom Loom
4" x 4" Pin Loom
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CriCket rigid HeddLe Loom

UR CRICKET LOOM is compact, capable, 

and cute! Available in 10" and 15" sizes, these 

weaving widths allow plenty of room for 

projects without sacrificing portability. We designed 

the Cricket Loom for kids, but adults love it too. 

There’s a reason: The Cricket Loom offers a lot of 

loom at a reasonable price and is superfriendly to 

use.

Join the Cricket 

Club —on the web 

and at your 

local yarn store.

###
O

F E AT U R E S
Made of high-quality maple ply and solid hard maple • sturdy ratchet gear and dog • comes with everything 
needed to weave: threading hook, warping peg, table clamps, 2 shuttles, 2 balls of yarn, warping and weaving 
instructions



For more detailed product information and 
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CRICKET LOOM ACCESSORIES

CRICKET BAG
Handwoven in Guatemala by 
Mayan Hands, our sturdy, 
colorful bag is available in 2 
sizes and 4 colors for your 
Cricket Loom and your weaving 
tools.  The handy outside pocket 
is perfect for magazines or a 
pattern. 

CRICKET PICK-UP STICK
Our special pick-up stick fits 
neatly between the back sides 
of the loom. One end is tapered, 
the other squared off.  Available 
in 10" and 15" lengths.

VARIABLE DENT REED
Mix and match dents to create 
fabrics of different densities or 
to use thick and thin yarns in 
the same project.

CRICKET FLOOR STAND
The Cricket Floor Stand makes 
it easier than ever to use your 
Cricket Loom. It’s simple to put 
your Cricket on the stand and 
adjust the angle, and it’s quick 
to remove when you want to 
take your Cricket out on the 
town. Available for both the 10" 
and 15" Cricket looms.

 Bright Bronze

 Very Berry  Blue Jaspe
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FLiP rigid HeddLe Loom

e’ve designed flip, our folding rigid heddle loom, to 

be comfortable to use, portable, and sturdy. A unique 

two-heddle block is built right into the frame and is 

ready for two-heddle weaving when you are. You can weave 

in 3 positions: lean Flip against the table, place it on the 

table top, or install it on our Trestle Stand. Any way you try 

it, you’ll find Flip a dream to weave on. Here we’ve shown 

Flip with our optional Trestle Stand and Flip Trap.

Available in 

15", 20", 25", and 

30" weaving widths. 

Ideal for weaving 

pick-up patterns.

###

W

F E AT U R E S
Fine-toothed nylon ratchets provide precise tension control • 5-, 8-, 10-, & 12-dent reeds available • 
comes with warping peg, 2 shuttles, 2 table clamps, threading hook, rigid heddle reed, complete warping  
instructions  •  made of hard maple with a hand-rubbed oil finish.
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FLIP TRAP 
Our Flip Trap is a convenient 
way to store shuttles and 
accessories. Installs in pre-
drilled holes.

TWO HEDDLE DESIGN
Weave with 2 heddles for more 
pattern options, finer setts, and 
double weave. All you need is 2 
heddles in the same dent size.

FLIP ACCESSORIES

FLIP BAG 
Our fabulous bag is made 
of rugged poly canvas with 
reinforced stitching, carrying 
handles, shoulder strap, and 
handy pockets inside and out. 
A zip-out side panel allows the 
bag to expand to fit any size Flip 
loom.

VARIABLE DENT REED
Mix and match dents to create 
fabrics of different densities or 
to use thick and thin yarns in 
the same project.

TRESTLE STAND
This fits our old-style rigid 
heddle looms, Flip Looms, and 
tapestry looms. Adjustable 
supports allow the loom to be 
used at a variety of angles from 
horizontal to nearly vertical. 
When the loom is in the 
horizontal position, it is at just 
the right height for use with 
a standard chair. Our quick-
release system makes it easy 
to remove your loom from the 
stand for travel or storage. 

Note: There have been design 
changes to the trestle stand. 
Depending on when a given 
Trestle Stand and Flip Loom 
were built, an insert kit may 
be required. Please contact 
customer support before 
ordering.
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I
WoLF PuP

f you’re taking a workshop or 

class, you want a gem 

of a loom that is easy to 

transport. That’s why we 

designed the Wolf Pup—our 

superperforming portable loom. 

The Wolf Pup uses the same   

sturdy construction as our other 

Wolf models, yet weighs just 

38 pounds. Attached wheels 

engage when the loom is 

folded. 

WoLF PuP Lt
or workshop and class-

room use, our Wolf 

Pup LT can’t be beat 

for portability, stability, and 

friendliness. As distinguished 

from the Wolf Pup, the Wolf Pup 

LT sports jacks and lamms for 

multiple treadle tie-ups, making 

4-shaft patterns easy to weave. 

The attached wheels engage 

when the loom is folded.

F

F E AT U R E S
All Wolf Pups include: 1 reed (choose: 6-, 8-, 10-, 12-, 15-dent) • Treadle Tracker • quick-release removable back 
beam • friction brake 

AVA I L A B L E  A CC E S S O R I E S : 
Wolf Pup Trap • Wolf Pup High Castle Tray • Sectional Beam • Wolf Pup Raddle
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WoLF PuP 8.10
ur pint-sized work-

horse of a loom, the 

Wolf Pup 8.10 features 

8 shafts and 10 treadles  —per-

fect for small spaces and work-

shop portability. Outrigger front 

legs allow the needed space for 

comfortable treadling. The 

exterior mounted brake 

release lever is easy to use. 

The X-frame design and barrel nut 

construction make for a sturdy loom that folds in a jiffy. 

O

Wolf Pup Wolf Pup LT Wolf Pup 8.10
 Weaving width 18" 18" 18"
 Folded depth 16" 16" 19"
 Weight 38 lb 40 lb 69 lb
 Shafts 4 4 8
 Heddles 300 300 600
 Treadles 4 6 10

 Tie-ups direct jack and lamm jack and lamm

 Treadle aid no no yes
 Can be used with    
 a chair yes yes yes

 Height extenders 
 available no yes yes

 Wolf Stroller  
 available yes yes yes
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BaBy WoLF Loom

here’s a reason the Baby Wolf is our best-selling 

loom. It has big floor loom features, yet is  

compact and portable. Thoughtful design makes the 

Baby Wolf friendly, approachable, and a pleasure to weave 

on. The X-frame construction is exceptionally sturdy, while 

allowing the loom to be folded for storage or transport. 

The Baby Wolf has a 

26" weaving width 

and is available with 

4 or 8 shafts, or our  

4 now-4 later option.

###

T

8-shaft Baby Wolf

F E AT U R E S
Folds to 18" depth for storage • adjustable beater • rear friction brake • easy treadle tie-up • comes with your 
choice of reed • jack action with parallel lamms • hard maple with a hand-rubbed Danish oil finish • includes 
inserted eye heddles



For more detailed product information and 
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migHty WoLF Loom

e built the Mighty wolf for weavers who liked 

the Baby Wolf but wanted more weaving width. 

The Mighty Wolf has a weaving width of 36" and 

uses the same X-frame design.  The Mighty Wolf comes 

with a high castle that includes a handy storage tray. It’s a 

great way to get a lot of loom into a little room. Available in 

4- or 8-shaft models, or 4 Now-4 Later. 

The Mighty Wolf 

Loom is made of hard 

maple and has a 

hand-rubbed Danish 

oil finish.

###

W

8-shaft 
Mighty Wolf

F E AT U R E S
Folds to 18" depth • barrel nut construction • jack action with parallel lamms • friction brake • easy treadle tie-up 
• adjustable beater • fully assembled • comes with inserted eye heddles and your choice of reed
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ADJUSTABLE LOOM BENCH

Our loom bench is adjustable 

from 19" to 24" high and offers 

either a flat or a slanted seat 

position. Available in cherry 

or maple. Our optional bench 

bags can be purchased with the 

bench or added later. 

DOUBLE BACK BEAM

Double back beams facilitate 

different warp tensions needed 

for such weaves as supplemen-

tary warp, piqué, or seersucker. 

SECTIONAL WARP BEAM

Our sectional warp beam kit can 

be added to an existing beam. 

It has 2" sections and a 12" 

circumference. 

WOLF STROLLER

Most Wolf aficionados find the 

Wolf Stroller an indispensable 

accessory. Whatever Wolf 

you’ve got, our Stroller makes 

moving your loom around easy. 

Its wheels automatically engage 

when the loom is folded up and 

disengage when the loom is 

opened.

WOLF HIGH CASTLE TRAY
Add built-in storage for tools, 
yarns, and accessories to your 
Wolf Pup or Baby Wolf.

HEIGHT EXTENDERS
Height Extenders attach to the 
legs and raise the loom 2" (not 
available for Wolf Pup looms).

WOLF TRAP
The Wolf Trap slides off and 
on the front breast beam for 
convenient access to tools.

WOLF SERIES ACCESSORIES
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standard FLoor Loom 

he perfect looM performs effortlessly, without your 

having to think about it. If that’s what you want, 

look no further than our Standard Floor Loom. 

Choose either maple or cherry—hardwoods known 

for their strength, durability, and beautifully fine grain. 

You’ve got lots of options: a high or low castle, 8 shafts or  

4 now–4 later, 36" or 45" weaving widths. 

So many options, 

you can have 

the loom of your 

dreams.

###

36" Low Castle 

8-shaft Standard 

Floor Loom in maple

F E AT U R E S
Folding back beam • removable front and back beams • friction brake • 36" or 45" weaving widths • 10 treadles on 
36" looms, 12 treadles on 45" looms • easy tie-up • adjustable open-sided beater • underslung jack mechanism 
with parallel lamms  

A CC E S S O R I E S 
Double back beam • sectional beam • lamp holder • loom bench 

T
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CranBrook Loom

he cranbrook looM Makes light work of some 

of a loom’s most demanding tasks. Even sticky 

mohair, recalcitrant linen, warp rep weave, high-

tensioned rug warps, or delicate threads can be handled 

by the Cranbrook Loom with panache. The Cranbrook  is 

a countermarche loom with a balanced system of rising 

and sinking shafts. The Cranbrook Loom features 2 sets 

of lamms—an upper suspended lamm and a lower pivoting 

lamm. 

The Cranbrook has 

mortise-and-tenon 

construction; breast, 

rear, and knee beams 

made of powder-coat-

ed steel; treadle locks; 

and a fully adjustable 

overhead beater.

###

T

F E AT U R E S
16-1/2" octagonal warp and cloth beams • can be expanded from 4 to 8 shafts at any time • locking treadles • 
worm gear offering infinite tension control • 48", 60", and 72" weaving widths • comes with your choice of reed 
and 1000 Texsolv heddles



For more detailed product information and 
current prices, please visit www.schachtspindle.com
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Our Suspended Tool Tray tilts 

slightly for easy access. It’s a 

handy place for keeping tools at 

the ready.

PARTS FOR BEXELL AND NORWOOD CRANBROOK LOOMS

Due to changes in the Cranbrook Loom over 85 years and because there are no records (though you may 
have a serial number, there are no corresponding records for it), we can only supply limited parts. Below is 
the complete list of what is available. Other than what is listed, we cannot supply parts for looms not made 
by us. We do not carry chains or the plastic tubing used to cover them. The chains are #8 sash cord and can 
be found at better hardware stores where you might also discover a supply of tubing.

If you have a Cranbrook Loom made by Schacht, it will have our sheep logo on it with a serial number. We 
will need your serial number for any parts needed for a Schacht Cranbrook Loom.

We can supply the following parts for Bexell or Norwood Cranbrook Looms:
• Texsolv heddles
• straight pegs
• anchor pegs
• L-pins in limited sizes
• stainless steel reeds
• harness spacers (we will need the length of your spacers)

All of our Cranbrook Looms 

come with our worm gear—

especially good for tensioning 

warps.

CRANBROOK LOOM OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES

The Cranbrook Loom bench 

comes in 3 sizes.  It’s adjustable 

in height and can be assembled 

either slanted or flat. 

A CC E S S O R I E S
12-treadle option (for the 8-shaft loom), double back beam, sectional warp beam, sliding threading bench, 
beater weight, tension box rail, and raddle
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taBLe Loom  
WitH oPtionaL stand

ur table looMs are great for classrooms, workshops, 

sampling, and small projects. They are ideal for 

learning about 4- and 8-shaft pattern weaving, since 

the direct tie-up through the hand levers allows for infinite 

experimentation. Many schools use our table looms and 

find they perform well with years of heavy use.  

Our front-mounted 

levers place shaft 

selection within easy 

reach.

###O

4-Shaft  
Table Loom 

on stand

F E AT U R E S
15", 20", and 25" weaving widths • 4 or 8 shafts • stainless steel reed of your choice • inserted eye 
heddles • sturdy barrel nut construction • hard maple • double back beam option for 8-shaft looms 

O P T I O N S
X-frame floor stand • 6-, 8-, 10-, 12-, 15-dent reeds.

NOTE: WhEN OrdEriNg parTs Or accEssOriEs fOr yOur 15" TablE lOOm, prOvidE yOur lOOm’s sidE-TO-sidE dimENsiONs, as 
ThErE havE bEEN sEvEral mOdEls Of ThE TablE lOOm OvEr ThE yEars.
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mini Loom Weaving kit

t’s the little things about the Mini Loom that make it 

a super take-along pal. The warp teeth are designed to 

hold the warp threads securely—no slipping off during 

warping or weaving. The shuttles and beater, created 

specifically for the Mini Loom, are comfortable and easy 

to use. You only need to start weaving on the Mini Loom to 

become a fan. Who knew that a pint-sized frame loom could 

be so much fun?

I Made of durable 

plastic.

###

F E AT U R E S
Comes with everything you need to weave: 2 shuttles, 1 beater, 1 plastic weaving needle, yarn for 1 project • 
8-1/2" × 8" weaving frame • complete instructions and project ideas
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Made of unfinished  

hard maple. Easy to 

assemble.

###

sCHooL Loom

oung weavers need a looM that ensures success, 

and our School Loom is designed to do just that. Its  

15" x 21" weaving area is big enough to accommo-

date a variety of projects, but not so large as to be 

unwieldy. The versatile built-in stand can be folded flat or 

used on the floor or table top. 

Y

F E AT U R E S
2 pick-up sticks, weaving needle, built-in stand • durable plastic warp teeth at 6 ends per inch • warping and 
weaving instructions
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taPestry Loom WitH a-Frame stand

any weavers consider tapestry weaving to be the 

most personal expression of their craft. Among 

the simplest of looms, the tapestry loom holds a 

continuous warp under tension, allowing the weaver to see 

all of the warp at once. Sheds are formed by using heddle 

bars and string heddles. 

M Add our 

Gobelin-style 

Tapestry Bobbins, 

available in 

packages of 3.

###

F E AT U R E S
Available in 18" and 25" weaving widths • 60" long warp applied directly to the loom • tension beam with 
thumbscrews • 4 heddle bars • fits both our A-Frame Stand and Trestle Stand
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BOAT SHUTTLES

MINI BOAT SHUTTLE

DOUBLE-BOBBIN BOAT SHUTTLES

BOBBINS

PIRNS

sHuttLes
e’ve got shuttles for all your weaving needs! Our 

boat shuttles are beautifully shaped and well 

balanced, sanded smooth and then given a hand-

rubbed Danish oil finish. Four sizes are available: 9", 11", 13", 

and 15". The 11" boat is available in slim and regular sizes, 

as well as with open and closed bottoms. We also offer slim 

and regular double-bobbin boat shuttles which are ideal for 

doubled weft threads. Two separate bobbin shafts make it 

possible to remove one bobbin at a time. Our rug and 18" and 

24" ski shuttles are excellent choices for thick or novelty yarns 

and narrow rags. Choose either our 14" or 20" rag shuttles for 

cloth strips. stick shuttles are a good choice for novelty yarns, 

sampling, and rigid heddle loom weaving. belt shuttles are 

specially designed for band weaving.

W

BELT SHUTTLE

SKI SHUTTLE
STICK SHUTTLE

RAG SHUTTLE RUG SHUTTLE

A general rule of 

thumb: choose longer 

shuttles for wider 

weaving widths.

###

END-DELIVERY SHUTTLE
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HORIZONTAL WARPING MILL

14 yd WARPING BOARD

SPOOL RACK

YARDAGE COUNTER

TENSION BOX WINDING STATION

RADDLES

WarPing tooLs
ur warping tools have been designed to function  

superbly for the intended purpose. ~ Our spool rack 

holds 40 4" spools.  Our yardage counter is also 

available with metric measure by special request. ~ All raddles 

come with pins inserted every inch with holes drilled every 

1/2 inch (extra pins included).  For measuring warp, we offer 

simple warping pegs, warping boards in 2 sizes, and a horizontal 

warping Mill.  Our winding station will quickly become your 

best friend in the studio.      

O All of our warping 

tools are made of 

hard maple, smoothly 

sanded, and given a 

hand-rubbed Danish 

oil finish.

###

WARPING PEGS

4-1/2 yd WARPING BOARD
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e Make the tools you need, whether you’re 

winding bobbins or weaving intricate double 

weave pick-up. The ultra uMbrella swift is 

ingeniously designed to fit most tables, can be used 

vertically or horizontally, and expands up to 93".  Available 

with or without a counter. Our goko swift is best for fine, 

delicate yarns, and expands from 57" to 64". Our hand 

bobbin winders come in single- and double-end styles; our 

electric winder is available in double-end only. From pick-up 

sticks to heddle hooks, you’ll find just the right tool for the 

task at hand. 

Weaving &  Winding tooLs 

DOUBLE-END  
ELECTRIC BOBBIN WINDER

ULTRA UMBRELLA SWIFT

DOUBLE-END
HAND BOBBIN WINDER

SINGLE-END
HAND BOBBIN WINDER

GOKO METAL SWIFT

W

SHORT AND 
LONG HEDDLE HOOKS

WARPING PADDLE

BRASS REED HOOKCRICKET HEDDLE HOOK

WEAVING SWORD

PICK-UP STICKS

3-IN-1 MAGIC STICK

SHED STICKWEAVING STICKS
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he incredible rope Machine is the fiber artist’s handy tool for making 

customized edge trims or accents for any project, whether knit, 

crocheted, woven, or sewn. This simple-to-use tool allows the craftsperson 

to fashion the just-right accent. Our Incredible Rope Machine’s round design 

makes for smooth action and easy rope-making.  

T
tHe inCrediBLe roPe maCHine

chacht’s fringe twister makes creating the final 

finishing touch quick, easy, and comfortable. 

Beautiful and functional, its round shape will never 

jam like a straight twister, allowing you to wind smoothly 

and quickly. Our Fringe Twister offers 2 hand 

winding positions: use the handle or the turning 

wheel, depending on what feels most comfortable. 

Clips are threaded instead of soldered so that 

damaged clips can be replaced. Our Twister includes 3 clips but twists 

just as well with 2. Some assembly required.

S
Fringe tWister
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The Flatiron 

comes flat-

packed for 

economical 

shipping most 

anywhere in the 

world.

###

FLatiron 
it down and feel the strength of this rock-solid wheel. 

Much like its namesake mountains in our hometown 

of Boulder, this unique Saxony-style wheel is anything 

but traditional. You can build it with the flyer on the left 

or the right. With self-aligning bearings in the maidens, and 

a fully adjustable drive wheel, the whole system is sure to 

spin true. The clever quick-release lever makes changing 

out bobbins trouble free. The Flatiron comes with medium 

and fast whorls; add a Bulky Plyer Flyer for more options. 

S

F E AT U R E S
Included with each wheel: 3 travel bobbins, medium and fast whorls, threading hook, cotton and poly drive 
bands • 26" orifice height ∙ weighs 15 pounds ∙ 4.6:1 to 26:1 spinning ratios •  spinning modes: Scotch tension, 
double drive, and bobbin lead 
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matCHLess 
esponsive, versatile, and coMfortable, our Matchless 

spinning wheel combines contemporary styling with 

an integrated blend of design and function. A 19-1/2" 

drive wheel and flyer shaft are supported by self-aligning 

bronze bearings for precise action. Matchless spins in 3 

modes: Scotch tension, double drive, and bobbin lead. 

Whether you’re an experienced handspinner or an eager 

novice, you’ll appreciate our wheel’s matchless capabilities.

Matchless
Single Treadle

Maple

Matchless
Double Treadle

Maple

R Available in double 

and single treadle 

models. Hard 

maple with walnut 

detailing.

###

F E AT U R E S
Included with each wheel: medium and fast whorls, 4 bobbins, threading hook, Lazy Kate, carrying strap • 
28" orifice height • 3/8" orifice diameter • spinning ratios from 4:1 to 21:1

A CC E S S O R I E S
Matchless cart • Bulky Plyer Flyer • extra whorls
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Each Ladybug 

Spinning Wheel 

is unique—

somewhere on 

your wheel is 

your very own 

Ladybug pal.

###

LadyBug 
ur ladybug spinning wheel is friendly to entry-level 

spinners, easy to treadle, easy to take with you, and 

as cute as a bug! The Ladybug has the characteristic 

solid Schacht construction and its unique design is both 

functional and charming. Made of 1/2" quality maple 

plywood and solid maple, the Ladybug sports integrated 

carrying handles. Double treadle action on long treadles 

make spinning smooth and comfortable. The Ladybug is a 

super spinner at an entry-level price.

O

ATTACHED LAZY KATE

Our Ladybug Lazy 

Kate integrates into the 

front leg and is easy to 

take along too.

LADYBUG BULKY PLYER 
FLYER PACKAGE

Increase the spinning 

capability of your 

wheel with this easy-to-

install accessory.

F E AT U R E S
Included with each wheel: medium and fast whorls, 3 travel bobbins, threading hook, and poly drive band •  
16" drive wheel • lightweight • attached Lazy Kate available separately • comes with Scotch tension • can be 
used in double drive or bobbin lead mode • spinning ratios from 3.2:1 to 14.5:1
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The Sidekick is 

available with 

Scotch tension 

only. Made of 

1/2" quality 

maple ply and 

solid hard maple.

###

sidekiCk sPinning WHeeL 
ou won’t have to sacrifice spinnability when you 

travel with your Sidekick. We’ve designed a superb 

wheel with excellent performance that folds up to  

21-1/2" x 15" x 8-1/4" for easy transport. Long, curvy 

treadles make treadling smooth and comfortable, and a 

13.7" drive wheel allows for drive ratios from 4:1 to 13:1. 

An added bonus: you can use your Matchless and Ladybug 

bobbins, whorls, and flyer on your Sidekick. Our rugged 

padded Sidekick Bag—now included with every wheel— 

makes it easy to take your Sidekick with you.

Y

Sidekick

open and folded

F E AT U R E S
Included with each wheel: medium and fast whorls, 3 travel bobbins, threading hook, Sidekick bag, adjustable 

carrying strap • easy to fold and lightweight (13 pounds) • 25" orifice height • self-aligning bearings
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sCHaCHt-reeves sPinning WHeeL 
eautifully crafted, our Saxony wheel captures an 

enduring history with state-of-the-art woodworking 

techniques. Designed in conjunction with Rick and 

Marge Reeves, this wheel incorporates traditional design in 

a superb spinning wheel. We offer the Schacht-Reeves with 

24" and 30" drive wheels and in single and double treadle 

models. Available with both Scotch tension and double 

drive modes. Flyer on the left is standard; right-mounted 

flyer is available by special request.

Available in cherry 

or ash with a hand-

rubbed Danish oil 

finish.

###

B

24" Schacht-Reeves 
in ash (left), 30" 

Schacht-Reeves in 
cherry (right)

F E AT U R E S
Included with each wheel: medium and fast whorls, 3 bobbins, Lazy Kate, threading hook • spinning ratios 8:1 
to 31.5:1 (24") or 9.5:1 to 38.5:1 (30") • 26" orifice height • 3/8" orifice diameter 

sPinning aCCessories



For more detailed product information and 
current prices, please visit www.schachtspindle.com
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schacht-reeves lazy kate,  
available in ash and cherry

DIZZY YARN GAUGE

sidekick bag

Bulky Plyer Flyer Packages are 
available for all Schacht wheels 
except the Schacht-Reeves.  
Designed for novelty and bulky 
yarns, they’re great for plying 
too!

schacht-reeves threading 
hook, cherry or ash (shown)

sPinning aCCessories

OIL BOTTLE

MINI CARDERS

COTTON CARDERS

WOOL CARDERS

niddy noddy, cherry  
or maple

LAZY KATE

FLICK CARDER
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Hand sPindLes
or beginning spinners and spinners on the go, our 

hand spindles are balanced, affordable, and pleasing 

to the eye. Our hi-lo spindles can be used as either a 

high-whorl or low-whorl spindle. We offer 3 sizes.  The 3" 

and 4" are good for teaching and for heavier-weight yarns.  

The 2", weighing just 1.1 ounces, is ideal for fine spinning. 

Our pear tahkli is a supported spindle with a brass shaft 

and hard maple pear-shaped whorl—use it for fine short 

fibers and very fine yarn. Our navajo spindle is a traditional 

spindle with a 4-1/2" diameter whorl and a 30" shaft that is 

perfect for thigh spinning. 

2" (1.1 OZ) HI-LO 

3" (2.2 OZ) HI-LO

4" (3 OZ) HI-LO

NAVAJO

PEAR TAHKLI

F
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Books
e stock books that we feel are especially helpful to new weavers 

and spinners. All of the books listed here will help advance your 

weaving and spinning knowledge and skills.W
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JOIN OUR 2019  
YEAR-LONG CELEBRATION!

STAY IN THE KNOW AT SCHACHTSPINDLE.COM/50YEARS

SPECIAL EVENTS
• Weave-along

• Spin-along

• Instagram Giveaways

• Spinning & Weaving Contest

• 50th Anniversary Party

LIMITED EDITION PRODUCTS
• Cherry DT Matchless

• Cherry Wolf Looms

• Anniversary Shuttles

• Anniversary Catalog

• Anniversary Logo Products
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ere at Schacht Spindle Company we 

are deeply committed to excellence 

in our work and, above all, to your satisfaction. 

We believe that our company and our products 

are distinctive and worthwhile.  Through our 

ongoing commitment to quality and creativity, we 

can continue to honor and sustain the crafts of 

handweaving and spinning. 

Visit www.schachtspindle.com for 
price list 

list of dealers
newsletter

product manuals
project ideas and instructions

troubleshooting and helpful hints
product information and specifications

Follow us on

H
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Find out more at www.schachtspindle.com
Schacht Spindle Co., Inc.   
6101 Ben Place    
Boulder, CO 80301

p. 303.442.3212   
f. 303.447.9273


